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The Elden Ring is a game that takes place in the Lands Between, the mythical lands of mythic creatures, and ambitious sorcerers.
During the day, the Seven Elden Lords exist in peace, but the Elder Gods that protect them have been killed. In the distance,
monsters of unimaginable height and strength roam about, and terrible new spells that devastate the Lands Between are
spreading. In order to fulfill their destiny of reviving the Elder Gods, three brothers, Dawn, Dusk, and Fade, must forge an
unbreakable Elden Ring. The Play Styles for the Elden Ring are as follows. Rapid-Attack: 『LIGHT FIGHTERS』 A traditional Japanese
style Strong against physical enemies, it excels at attacking quickly and at invading. Balanced: 『BLACK AVIAN』 A Quick and Skillful
Fighter. Equipped with both speed and offensive magic, it excels at using magic for attacks and at resolving battles in close range.
Tactical: 『CRIMSON KNIGHT』 A Light and Balanced Fighter. Having the highest attack range among light fighters, it excels at
defending. Cooperative: 『DARK KNIGHT』 A Character with Excellent Techniques. Equipped with both strong attack magic and
speed, it excels at fighting with others. Battleground: 『FIRESTORM KING』 A Strong and Skillful Fighter. Having the highest health
and magic reserves among battlers, it excels at walling in enemies and at dealing with multiple enemies at once. The Full Battle
System of the Elden Ring The Full Battle System is a turn-based system in which you and your enemy take turns. At the beginning
of every battle, each of you selects which of the four play styles you are going to use and the number of attack and magic points
that you are going to use. -In this situation, it is possible to select two play styles for each character. -When a character takes a
turn, an arrow appears over their head. Select an arrow and then press the corresponding button to enter your movement
command or use an item. Your turn ends when one of the four arrows stops appearing

Elden Ring Features Key:
Restart a battle with a specific character who has saved their stats and equipment in the current battle
Enter Cursed Dungeons with specific characters to secure bonuses
Undo your errors and properly guide your characters by pointing out errors in their movements. The players who are attacked can use it.
Customize a character with unique weapons, armor, and magic. Set the body and weapon characteristics to suit your style of play.
The game’s dream-like visual effects is designed to create the most realistic atmosphere in a fantasy RPG.
A Magick attack with a unique effect
Take part in multiple PvP battles
Explore a vast world with a variety of different environments and unique encounters

A brief overview of the Single Player game:

Basic tactics require timing attacks
Saving each character for certain situations is the best way to improve your load
High-speed fights require positioning attacks
You must analyze your party and find the best counter-attack
Select which route you wish to take, and fight the enemy
An elder knows the strengths and weaknesses of your team, but they’ll protect you even if they lose their own strength
Lead your team to victory in an entirely new atmosphere

Here are the particulars of the RPG system:

Basic actions are resolved simultaneously
Characters can attack and defend simultaneously
Advanced actions can be done simultaneously with basic actions, and in addition to that, empowered actions can be resolved
Basic actions can be canceled, with the exception of empowered actions
The order of the reaction and re-attack are determined by the timing of the actions by the characters involved in the basic actions
Characters that are attacked by enemies begin their battle with a “starvation status”, resulting in the following effects: 1. The speed of your characters is reduced 2. They have a decreased level of experience 3. They are unable to receive EXP boosts 4. They can be attacked by enemies
It is possible to carry on normal actions when a “starvation status” is in effect
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